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SUMMARY 

Geographic characteristics including sit« considerations are 

controlling factors  in drawing competent staff.    Site selection should 

emphasize proximity to the kind of cultural and educational  resources 

that Interest creative scientists,     in addition, the Institute should be 

sited to maximize the  Interaction with other relevant organizations. 

The Institute's design should revolve around the principle of 

adaptability, that  is,  flexibility structured to that degree required by 

each building subsystem and providing only that much flexibility as is 

appropriate to the changes that can be anticipated for a specific building 

subsystem. 

Larger institutes should maintain as small a scale of physical plant 

as  Is possible without sacrificing the need for fairly large groupings of 

laboratories.    The relationship between the laboratory and the office 

should be close  In the case of experimental  research facilities. 

The movement of materials  In and out of the building should take Into 

account the largest "transport-module" that will  be moved through the 

project.    This wilt  define the width, height, and extent of the corridor 

system and maximizes the distribution potential for large packaged Items. 

Generally this limitation is established by transport or truck dimensions. 

The construction materials »re a function of local  technology, however, 

consideration must be given for developing a laboratory design that does 

not produce undesirable side effects which could interfere with equipment 

operetion. 
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I« 9.n.r.l,  laboratory sp.c, rooulr. f.lrly clo..ly controlled 

.nv.ron-nt, .no th.r.for. th. out».d. »rid con.t.tut., . burden r„h.r 

then a benefit In most casas. 

It Is the laboratory module which Is the key to good design. The 

»I«, shape, and groupings of the modules should be such that they are 

f«lrly simple and grouped together  In  reasonable numbers. 

The materials of the  laboratory should be designed to withstand the 

effect, of continual change.    The walls separating  laboratories should be 

designed as a service distribution system so a, to allow relocation of the 

furniture without causing major service relocations. 

The plan of the  laboratory should create reasonably large laboratory 

area, since this will encourage the Interactions between disciplines and 

experImentors. 

Air conditioning Is desirable in a laboratory because of the tremendous 

variety of load characteristics. 

The use of an adaptable furniture system, which can be easily moved, 

must be recognized.     It must provide for that minimum amount of draws and 

cabinet space as is appropriate for a given laboratory, allowing for quick 

additions and deletions as  Is required.    The fume hood  is one of the most 

critical  pieces of equipment.    Its location and the control of its waste 

products  Is a matter for serious concern. 

In conclusion, an effective laboratory Is designed to respond in the 

manner of a complex organic system.    The design of individual spaces Is not 

to much a matter of a specific set of functions but  Is  the result of the 

recognition that a space responds to a wide variety of utilization to which 

it can be put over an extended period of time and Is,  therefore, constructed 

to permit reorganization as time and need requires. 
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INTRODUCTION 

On« of the mor« difficult planning and design problem, to confront 

the architect In th« twentieth cantury has been that of th« Industrial 

or re.e.rch laboratory facility. It Is a complex organism, who,. 

character requires many complex considerations to respond to the myred 

utilizations expected and yet respond to continual change in the unpre- 

dictable changing »«rid of science. 

A facility mutt be developed such that It provides access to the 

fundamental services and skills that are necessary to make It operative, 

but It must work in such a way as to respond to the changing character of 

those It serves. For this reason ft Is more desirable for an architect to 

concentrate on th« complexities of th« Interdependence of activities 

that take place within this kind of facility than It is for him to study 

the mechanics of a specific laboratory. While equipment undergoes changes, 

certain basic and Inalterable facts of laboratory design have remained 

Intact since the time that Caldeo first established the concept of 

empirical research. 

Therefore, an examination will be mad« of th« processes by which a 

facility Is converted from an Idee Into an operational building by dealing 

with general theory (and the particulars where It Is appropriate). The 

goal will b« to have a facility with the capacity to respond to the wide 

range of research d«mands mad« upon It by diverse sciences. 
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I. SEICCTIO* OF A RESEARCH INSTITUTE'S LOCATION 

Tha location of an Institut« I« the most sensitiv, decision that can 

be made by a planning group. The Institute's location can, to a great 

«tent, determine It. potential for success. It should be located such 

that It will draw Individuals of the highest quality, since It Is the 

character of th. staff that is the most critical aspect In the success of 

an institute. It. physical location will Impact the willingness of people 

to locate In an area with which they are unfamiliar. 

A. geographical Location 

The geographical location of an Institute is generally a function of 

the rola the Institute I. Intended to fulfill. A. an example, If It 1. a 

facility .tudylng ocean life or behavior, the location would be more 

suitable adjacent to the open water, of th. ..... Th. geographic location 

then to a great extent Is a function of the specific character of the 

research program. If the character Is generalized, rather than specific, 

the location then becomes a more complex Judgment than it Is In the case of 

a rather definitiv« or narrow .cope facility. The generalised facility', 

location I. more often a function of the proximity of a great variety of 

.taff ski lit and .arvlce. than It Is the proximity of research data. 
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B- Proximity To Other Relevant Organization« 

The availability of staff from other organizations provide for Inter- 

changes, healthy competition for staff, and the availability of experienced 

supportive personnel who can find reasonable employment opportunities. 

The kinds of facilities that will mutually benefit from proximity are, of 

course, universities (with extensive science orientations). Of course, 

proximity to other Institutes, Industrial centers, provide a strong base, 

though care must be taken not to duplicate functions which are already 

provided In the other Institutes. 

c« Working Environment for Employees 

As has previous been Indicated, an Institute's location determines 

Its ability to draw competent staff. So to with the character of the 

working environment since here Is where the creative work must be performed. 

It must be the kind of an environment which does not present a restraint 

on the seriousness of a scientist's endeavor or interfere with his creativity. 

Distractions created by difficult commuting, poor local housing, lack of 

cultural activities, and Insufficient recreational facilities can 

contribute to significantly reducing the willingness of competent people 

to relocate In developing areas. Staff will be drawn to these institutions 

because they believe that the work environment Is creative, the facilities 

contemporary, and that the attitude of the administration will enable them 

to continue their Interesting and creative research work. It Is Important 

that the character of the environment provide for their skills with as 

little Interference with the creative process, since there can be nothing 

more undesirable than an institute poorly located with poor cultural and 

social facilities and one In which there is a compromise of the research 



environment for oth«r pur poi«*. 

D.    Availability of Services 

Nott of the servlcas required for the operation of a laboratory 

present problems which are associated more with scale than with type of 

sarvices. 

1. The tremendous demand for electricity can create drains for 

power that are equal  to that of a small city. 

2. It Is desirable to have a fairly abundant supply of water though 

this seldom Is a constraint on the location of an  Institute.    If the 

quality Is poor, the water can be treated  If there Is sufficient power 

available. 

3. Gas Is becoming lest and less a nacessary resaarch service. 

k.    The treatment of sewage Is not as s Ion If leant as the treatment 

of pollutants discharged from chemical and physical resaarch processes. 

Tha control of air pollutants  Is Important In the siting of the 

building, whethar It  Is nestled on the sida of a mountain or at the basa 

of a valley, since air currants can control the possibla recirculation of 

pollutants generated by tha  institute beck Into the facility or into 

neighboring buildings or sitas.   A wind tunnel test is strongly advised 

using scale moaels to analyze the effect of air currents or thermal 

Inversions that are known to exist at tha site. 



E-    Eroxtwtty to Potential Citants 

Tha proximity of the Institut« to the potential clienti it probably 

one of th« U.t  Important criteria.    Even with good transport faciliti«, 

the volua» of movement In this art« tandi to be relatively small.    Th« 

research procass doss not Involve continual or Intimate Interaction between 

clients and research participants.     If proximity to potential clienti Is 

posslbla  It Is, of course, an enhancing factor. 
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M.    CONSIDERATIONS FOR BUILDING DESIGN 

A.    Functions of the Institut« 

If the  Institut« Is  Intended  for generalized scientific research, 

r«ther then  limited to one specific «re« of study such as océanographie 

research,   It will  be required to have the appropriate degree of 

"flexibility"  In order to respond  to the variety of possible uses.    The 

word "flexibility"  Is fraught with all   sorts of problems.    It  is best to 

modify the word to give It a definition which allows  it to work more as a 

tool   in defining appropriate degrees of flexibility than to Imply the 

facility has an open-ended or undifferentiated degree of capability for 

changes,     it   is desirable to put a valve on the need for flexibility which 

would better be called "adaptability".     Adaptability is defined so that 

changeability  is  In direct proportion to the frequency of change a sub- 

system will   probably experience   In a given time frame.    Obviously,   the 

more frequent  the change the more adaptable the system.    Change, of course, 

is measured   in terms of potential, expected, or anticipated change. 

Those systems having the lowest  frequency of change would be designed 

with little potential for modification. 
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B.    Flexibility  to Accommodate Future Expanded Activities 

The  institute  research spaces should be modularized,  that  Is,   it 

should be built of elements of an appropriate size such that the elements 

can be grouped to form spaces of varying size to meet any set of given 

functions as required. 

In the facilities developed for the Graduate Physics/Mathematics 

Building at Stony Brook,  New York*,  this concept was developed.     It   is 

designed so that a laboratory can expand or contract from a given use 

without modification of the buildings systems.    The modular plan shown 

indicates  the cleaning methodology by which one to five laboratories can 

be grouped  together to form one uninterrupted serviceable space.    No 

grouping should be  less  than  three.    The configuration of the laboratory 

should lay within a fairly constricted proportion,   that  is,  the proportion 

should be such that the  laboratory  Is a unit of modules between ten and 

twelve feet wide with depths varying from thirty  to forty feet with  the 

smaller modules  for those facilities with ni gii  fire  hazard.     In all   cases, 

laboratories should be conceived of as having essentially two ways of 

exiting which are  remote from each other and are set up  In such a way  that 

the expansion from one  laboratory to another does not negate this egress 

potential 
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C. Internal Administrativ« Set-Up of the Institut« 

Centres are usually structured on a departmental basis. Overall 

control is usually exerted by an administrative head. However, the 

distribution and allocation of spaces and services are something which 

requires a laboratory director whose overall responsibility Is to control 

this distribution and allocation. This, in effect, provides safety control. 

Overall safety control Is required to prevent dangerous utilization of the 

building which could effect the functions of other laboratories and their 

personnel. 

D. Number of Departments In the Institute 

There appears to be no need to limit the number of departments in en 

Institute. The only singular problem that can exist Is that smaller, 

lets well-funded departments often suffer the consequences of being 

second class research citizens in such a research community. 

E. Number of Persons to Use the Building 

There should be no need for the restriction of the population of the 

building. However, the specific individuals that have access to the 

building Is of considerable Importance. Control of unauthorized movement 

of personnel is of greet concern since extremely valuable and sensitive 

equipment Is usually left out easily accessible to unauthorized personnel. 

The building must be planned for security. 
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F-    »<l't'°"»l''° «.tw».n Offlr.. tw| uto,.,,^ 

Th. r.,.t,on,h,p b.tw.„ th. „f„e. of . „,.r ,nd hlj  ,,bor,tory (> 

.n .«por,.« r.U.lon.h.p.    ,roxl(llty „ of ,„, „^      u  ^ ^ 

I    d.,.r.b,. to ut„„. p.rt ., th. off(c. ., . p,rt of th< ubor>tory    ^ 

•' """ "" '« "*b" " '«"• «" ..bor.t.ry „d th. off|c„ ,„ 

[    .n .dj.cncy .0 th.t tb.y en both „t.Mz. th. SMW Mry)c. .^   ^ 

Í    .rr.no.•, ,„ou,d „.„. |t p0„|bu ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^ 

I. ~r. .pproprl.t. t, th. th»r.tl«.. .Cntl.t *. do., „,,, r,qu|r, 

conv.nt.on.1 Ubor.tory ^„tM     m|r off,c ^ ^ ^ 

«ry Co.. „ .«h o,h.r .nd .„ pr„,.lty lo th. „^.^ ,ac|my ^ 

not n.c..t.r,ly |oc.t,d within th, i,,»...^ ,r„, 

'"   flg""«" <* H.t.rl.1. In, au., „,, W|th|„ TH. fc,,,J,.| 

Th. ,.r»lc. dl.trlbutlon p.tt.rn Mk., „ d..lr.bl. t„ .,,,„,„„ , 

"tr«.port »dui." ., „, „o« ln ,„. c„. of th# ertdMM phyj|c>/ 

H.th«tlc. .u.ld.no „ Stony Irook. N« York.    Th. f.cll.ty „„ d.v.,op* 

•round th. c.p.bl.lty of ,r«,,port>n. .„ .„ht foot c„b. w.,oh,n, f.y. 

ton. ,. „y l.bor.tory In th. bulldln,.    Th. corridor width, h.„ht .nd 

LyoMt. th. o..t9B of th. .ntr.«. to th. Irtor.t.ry, «d th. loción of 

v.rt.e.1 trM.p.rt ,„ „^ d.Mn,|n#d by th# J|M ^ e(iaracur of ^ 

tr.n.por, •*,,..    „ „ „,„„,, th.r.for#> ,„„ „ Mr|y „...„.„„^ 

<» ~d. .. to th. I.r„,t .In,). ,r.n.port «Xu,, which I. «*.p,.b,.. 

'n th. Un,,«, „.t., th. cu.tc-ry r..,r,et,on I. th. ,,.,t.„on ,„.,«, by 

th. .,,. of truck »«.port.   Th. pl.n of th. (r.du.,. M*.lc./N.,h«.,lc. 

•«"«"n. r.pr..«,„ . c.r.fu. d.,..,p»„, of th,. pi««.«, c«,.,r..nt. 

Th. «»Mut I. tlmpl. Md d,r«t. 
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H-     Construction  Materials 

The construction  technology of a generali*«, research  iaboratcy   „ 

-I*, the result of  the kind of experinents anticipad as much as  it   is 

the  r..„.« of avaiiabie constalo* systems,    „o.ever,   ,abor,ttirc5 wltll 

eiectron.c sensitivity  retirements  shouid be constructed of „t.   UH 

which do not devio,  the  Inherent ei.ctrica.  short-comings  that are 

characteristic of steel-frame buildings.     The trend towards a muhi- 

disciplinary scientific facliity ,..ds to the conciuslon tha, th. 5„ectlon 

of materia,, „« h. such that they w.. I not interfere with the operation of 

sensitiv, apparatus fro. ^„y f,.lds.    The Mter„|s ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

n..d for cetro, of vibr.t.on. nols. I.,.,. ., «„ „ f|„ |imkation 

.•»k. and d.nS.rou, chanical  f•,.    Soft «.„.„ wIth 5ensltlve ,,„„„., 

•r. no, .pproprUt. to r.,..rch faciliti...    H.„r..,s whIcn are „,,„,, of 

btlno r.p.lr.d,  r.p..c.d, .„d r.„..d or r..«.,.d without „9n.f.c.n, .ff.ct 

-pan «h. op.r.t,o„ of th. Mu^ ,„ ,„ ^ ^^     ^ ^^ ^ 

«h. Gr.du.,. Phy.U./H.th«-,.«. ,u„d,„g ., stony Brook show» th, kind of 

con.tru.tlon ,.ch„olo,y th., ,. .pproprl«. t0 . ,.bor.«ory .y,,«,.   Th. 

'nfr.or p.r«l,.on, ,r. con.trucd of .h~, „,., whlch i. c.p.bl. of 

"»In, -*-»w,t«f and r..oc«.d .. thtt lt „ p.,,,.,. „ „^ ^ ^ 

•»« »I» of . l.bor.,.ry oulekly and ,l«ply «Ith ll,„. „,„. or d.br„. 

Th. f .r. .r«. of th. corridor, .r. fon»d by concr.t. block.   Wi.hln th. 

'.bor.tory ,tmtt. th. Moor.. „.,., .„d «11.«,. .r. «.„,.,„.„ „ 

n«ur.. r...,.«,y ,,„>y „„^ „.,„,,„ ^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

fl»l»hod In ...  I» «,,.« ,cl«,,|f|c „.„,, by th# us,r 
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'•    Envlronwnt and Pollution 

Th. «t.r.or .„<, ln«.rlor „v,rmmnt of th, bu|ld|ns are invort>nt 

""""""• °" ' - "" •"'"«'•. •' th. bu„„ng.    Th. enWronMrt 

•.  b..  f,r„ .f .„.  c,..„;   ,t „t b(! h..lthful>  free of contaminants 

«* Pollute  I, BU5t „. comfortabl, ,nd ^ be frm of tta k|nds of 

t«p.r.tur. .«r.•,  ,h.t could  ,nterf,re w|th iccurate performance of 

•».r.tu,      fcrt c.„ „. „Id for . fully aIr.condIUoned> self.conta|red 

"'""' "*"* b0th ,l«h" — t«^r.t.• .r. „,th.n th. r..lm of 

Individual  control. 

Pollutant, g.n.r.t.d within th. laboratory *u,t b. safeIy tran$Dorted 

out of th. laboratory quickly and .fflc.antly.    An ^h.„, „ust be pl.cd 

upon th. r.aov.1 of toxic or noxlou. .ub.tanc...    Th.y »ust be re^v.d 

«ptdltloytly through a conduit Wm which I, org.nlz.d to prevent 

lnt.niln.1lra) with pollutant. removed fro« oth.r laboratories.    While  It  I. 

tru. that a M|| numb.r of laboratori., could b. grouped together and 

their «h.u.t Wmm containing harmful pollutant, run through the sam. 

b-.lc ,y,fm, great car. mu.t b. takan to mak. crt.ln that these 

Ubor.torl.. .r. adj.c.„t to „. Moth%r ^ ,t ¡% ^^ ^ ^^ 

•ny proc... that might promue, «plo.lv. or combu.tlbl. condition,. 

Of cour.., th. plw.antn... of th. .nvlron*.nt  I, an aesthetic 

•ttrlbut. which can ««k. It much »or. d..»r.b1. for th. p.rformanc. of 

work. 
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J. Climatic Conditions 

Climate should play a minor role In the general research facilities 

design, except as it determines the particular exterior architectural 

character of the building. The climate can be construed as a factor 

which means certain additional expenditures to provide for cooling in 

warm climates and heating in cold climates. Control of natural light, 

temperature, and humidity is a requirement under any climatic circumstances. 

The interior laboratory environment should be thought of for the most 

part as being "climate free" shutting out the exterior world so that It Is 

possible within the laboratory to maintain a fairly rigid set of climatic 

conditions. 

K. Social Aspects 

The institute should provide for a wide variety of opportunities for 

people to Interact with each other on various levels. Science is a subject 

where individuals are the final measure of potential. Their capabilities, 

their willingness for cooperation and Joint effort are essential to 

effective performance. Therefore, great effort must be placed In creating 

convenient places with comfortable accessories which can be used for the 

social aspects of the scientific program. Such places should be equipped 

with chalkboards, with facilities for limitad snack preparation, and for 

casual and informal meetings. It should stress comfort, relaxation, and 

diversion. 



L.    Co»t 

It ., dlffle.lt to .pacifically d.f.n« ^ the cost effects wid 

b« for the choice of one system over another  in different  localities. 

The ava,,,,,,,,, of material,   Ioe„  eCünOT,CSi  M- ^ ^.^  ^ 

all   Important  factors „h,ch «.,.„.„„. ,„. suitability  3f one  ,„„. o.cr 

another.    What can be said uenerally about cost   Is  that  It   ¡s   „portant 

to determine not .Imply the cost of a system for construction but  to 

look at  the  life cycle cost.     It   Is  Important  to recognize that Ite 

initial cost  Is not the only, nor th. most Important factor.     If ;„, 

""""f'""0 fr""»nt   »t  I»   '"-Portant that   th, system be adaptable 

at reasonable cost. 
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III.    DETAI LED BU ILDING LAYOUT CONS IOE RAT IONS 

The layout of a building is determined by  its functions.    These 

functions should be defined In a program statement which outlines the 

specific end goals of the entire Institute.    Rather than design a 

laboratory facility on the basis of simply defining a list of spaces and 

designing each space to a unique set of circumstances, the most appropriate 

approach is to define an overall goal and then develop a laboratory type 

which will be suitable to all the variety of circumstances that can be 

anticipated.    Thus, the most appropriate design approach is one that 

develops a universal planning module with the capacity to add and delete 

spaces and services. 

A.    General Functions of the Institute 

There are many detailed outlines available noting the kinds of a 

functions that are performed within an Institute.    However,  the laboratory 

space is the focus of the operation and the activities within that laboratory 

are supported by services which feed in and out through the enclosurlng 

surfaces. 

B.    Industrial and Technological Research 

There Is little difference In the design of a research facility used 

for generalized or industrial  technological   research.    However, from one 

area of an industry to another the differences can be significant. 

Facilities tend to be very specialized and involve the use of special 

laboratory configurations and are quite unlike the modularity associated 

with the generalized research spaces. 
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C.    Sof.tv 

Th. pLonln, ., . Ubor.tory ,nvoIv,, ,,„,„„,„, ,„ f|r# Mf^ ^ 

». ^ir... p.«.«,. .od th. proportion, of th. ..bor.tory .11 contr.bùt. 

to lt. ..f.,».    Th. ,r«t..t r«. for ,.f.,y fìm,ìnt „, of eour„ 

«Ithln th. l.bor.t.ry *h.r. th. ,«.,.., d.,r.. of d.„,.r „„«.   „bvlou,.,. 

r..„r«h ..„Win, «plo.lv.., r.d..,.on, or d.n9.r«,. ,ub.t.nc., ,ho«l«i 

b. houMd ln propri«.!» bullt «p.r.t. falliti.,.   xh.lr lM|.tion ,, 

~t «,.y d...r.b1. but «.«,„., ,„ thi $„.ty of tWi ^^ 

0.    Storao« 

Th« stort«. .r«, .ro th. gr..t dl.trlbutlon cont.r, fro* which .11 

th« o*tp««nt th.t I, obt.lnod «ml hold for dl.trlbutlon I. con.lgn.d.    Th. 

availability of socond lava) -loe.!» «tora«, capability within th. 

laboratory grouping I. alao laportant.   Th. control of th. good, baino 

brought In «nd „ovad out ii.t b. ,uch to .. to pr.vant pilfering «nd lo... 

Storaga capability within tha laboratory should ba lUlt.d.    Storag. 

cablomi «id balow-countor cablnots «hould b. k.pt to «n ab.olut. mlnimm 

«o that th«y .ra only aval labia .. na«lad.   A furnltur. ,y,ta* which pró- 

vidos ondi... cablotti which «r. undar-utllliad I. not only axpan.lv. but 

boceo». . storofo placa for Uro. VOIUMS of v.luobl. «at.rl.l th«t it 

pomMMntly tost to othor uaan cou.lng unnaca«.ary rastocklng of oth.mlM 

•vai labi. food.. 
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E. Conference Hails and Meeting Rooms 

An Institute requires appropriate meeting spaces for intra and inter 

Institute meetings. There should be a sufficient variety of sizes so that 

the rooms are not too large for a small conference or too small for a large 

conference.  The institute should provide for iwetings with reception areas 

for registration, dining (if possible), and limited overnight accommodations. 

Meeting rooms are best dispersed throughout the facility though a concentra- 

tion of them Is possible if the facility Is not too large. There should, 

however, be small conference rooms or assembly spaces which can be utilized 

both as lounges and as small meeting SDaces within the laboratory groupings. 

F. Reception and Telephone Exchange 

The character of the point of arrival Is always one of great Importance 

to the proper experience and administration of an institute. There is 

little else that need be said except, that reception should be central and 

accessible to the public and should act as a control point restricting the 

free movement beyond that point Into the remainder of the building. 

The telephone exchange can be located anywhere within the building 

that is most appropriate from strictly mechanical criteria. In most cases, 

It Is Independent of reception.  If the building and telephone system are 

small, it Is possible to combine the reception area with the telephone 

exchange. 
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6. Workshops 

Workshops .re those supportive spaces that are necessary for the 

preparation of experimental apparatus used In the laboratory. These are 

the kind, of space, which Include glass blowing shops, metal shops, 

"oodworklng shop,, and similar kind, of electronic and equipment shops. 

They provide the "backbone" service, required by the laboratory. For 

«•mple, glass blowing shops have a specific requirement In that they 

should have excellent natural lighting. 

I 
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IV. TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION 

It Is usually In the technical aspects of a laboratory construction 

that the proof of the facility's ability to respond to changing require- 

ments Is Indicated. The thrust of a design must emphasize the Idea of 

the laboratory as a series of elements whether they be planning modules 

or furniture modules that are capable of adaptation In a reasonable period 

of time with a minimum amount of noise, waste, and cost. 

A. Modular Concept 

A properly planned laboratory begins with a planning module. The 

size and shape of the planning module Is probably the most difficult, 

single decision that the planner Is confronted with. The module must be 

such that It is flexible enough to meet the range of laboratory utilization 

and size requirements that can be anticipated. The module must not be so 

small that by necessity It must be grouped with other modules èlanply to 

make it function. It must not be so large that it cannot be adequately 

subdivided for those uses that require smaller spaces. It must be served 

with services required to operate the laboratory. Elaborate geometry tends 

to end with confused and difficult to modify plans, so simple geometry Is 

best. Simple rectangular geometry allows for easy groupings. Such modules 

used to form groupings generally run between ten and twelve feet wide while 

the depth of a laboratory should be a function of the safe walking dlstai.ce 

to an egress. The usual range of depth between thirty and forty feet Is 

optimum. It Is also best to consider the module as part of a "group** 1«" 

function with accessible preparation spaces connected by a service corridor. 
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• .    H.frl.1. 

Th. m.t.rl.1, of . l.bor.tory .r. mor. . function of th. op.rat.ons 

th.t t.k. pl.c. within th. l.bor.tory th.n they ar. n.ces5ar.1y of the 

kind, of .V.M.D1. product. th.t .r. n.tur.l  to th. .r.a.     Laboratories 

doling with chemical. r.qulr. .urf.c. which are c.pabl. of resisting 

th.lr action..    TNr.for., th. d..lgn of th. furniture and  the design of 

th. .tructur. ar. clo..ly r.I.fd to th. utilization.    Laboratory furnltur. 

of a highly adaptable n.tur. .Imi lar to that d.v.lop.d by Carl L. Walls 

A..OCI.U. of L.J0II., California, ch.ract.rlz. th. kind of a l.bor.tory 

sy.tam which I. both .turdy, r..l.t.nt to con.ld.r.bl. damage, and capable 

of easy .nd  ln.*p«i,lv. modlflc.tlon.    Som. .tructur.. cr.at. special 

probi«» ., to th. cholc. of building .nd l.bor.tory furnltur. mat.rl.l ,0 

th.n It become, n.c..,.ry to know th. ,p.clflc application a, pr.clsely as 

I» po..lbl«.     If a small numbar of laboratori., d.vlop a v.ry sp.cl.l s.t 

of difficult probi««.,  |t „ b.« t0 „oUtt thi§- from th# bul)dfng Md 

build • facility separate from th. oth.r.    Th. cholc. of «tructure «nd 

structural material, ,r. .„ . funct|on of dlffn|ng ^ „^     ^ 

much elwtro-.t.tlc prop.rtl../how much conduct I vlty/how much r.sl.tance 

to fuel damage/how much re, I, tan ce to breakage/how much loading capability/ 

how much fr.ctur. r..l.t.nc./how much chang..bl1lty/how much .d.pt.blllty/ 

how much room usability ar. all f.ct0r. that mu.t be dafln«, cr.fully.    It 

I» . campi« probi«.; It cannot be .imply d..crlb.d In tern, of a few short 

parameters. 
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C.    Types of Structures 

There ere no specific types of structures which are limited to 

laboratories.    There are situations where long span structures are desirable 

and there are situations where short span structures are adequate.    There 

art structures which use ¡nterstatial  spaces and there are structures 

which do not  require the large flexible potential  that the interstatial 

concept permits.    Degrees of adaptability of all  the systems and subsystems 

define the type and character of the structure best. 

To a great extent the decision as to the choice of structure depends 

upon the available resources. Structures which are basically steel frame 

may require certain special considerations because of fire safety, 

conductivity of materials, and Interference of large quantities of steels 

with radio frequency and non-shielded equipment. Concrete of course has 

a disadvantage of great weight. However, concrete tends to be more rigid 

and vibration free than steel structures. 

A 

0.    External and Internal Finishing 

The external and Internal finishing of the building should be able to 

withstand Its utilization.    It is recommend that considerable surfaces be 

put aside both Internally and externally for the mounting of chalkboards. 

There Is little reason to presume that chalkboards should be limited to 

simply the Interior of laboratories and meeting seminar spaces.    Basically 

the external and  internal  finishing should be resistant to the kinds of a 

chemicals and corrosive properties that are generally associated with the 

fumes and waste generated by the laboratories. 





E.    Walls 

The external partitions, or the enclosing walls, are a matter of 

architectural  preference.    There seems to be little reason to be concerned 

with  the character of the external  walls except  to Indícate  that a control 

of  light,  heat, or generally the outside environment   Is highly desirable. 

As for the  Internal  partitions, which subdivide  laboratories   Into module 

groupings,  these should be a highly adaptable system.     The partition should 

be movable and recoverable  In a minimum of time with a minimum of noise 

and  Interference In the operation of the  laboratory.    The walls, which 

enclose the laboratory groupings,  need not possess this kind of a 

flexibility. 

F.    Floors, Celling, and Roof 

The floor finish of a  laboratory  is generally one of the more 

problematic areas that architects are concerned with.    Ordinary laboratory 

use does damage to the surface of the floor.    Many systems have been 

considered and experience has proven most.of them to be Inadequate.    For 

example, material   like concrete show irregular finish markings while 

painted concrete wears pathways.     Generally, good floor materials do not 

pay for their Investment.    Experience Indicates that a minimum Investment 

like concrete can give satisfactory results If the aesthetics  limits can 

be accepted.    In those areas where more expensive til« and «poxy are 

desired the cost Implications should be understood. 
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G«    Windows and Door« 

Laboratori« often function poorly when natural  light ,, provld.d. 

Window, generally Ut  In light which Is uncontrolled or difficult to 

control.    Natural  light does not enter In a manner which  Is easily 

controlled and  I, generally not uniform throughout the room.    Window« 

within the laboratory are, therefore, considered a  ll.olllty rather than 

•n asset.    In other location«,  like office, or laboratory-office combina- 

tion«, consideration can be given to providing a treatment using naturel 

light. 

Door size« to a  laboratory should be based on the design of a tran.- 

port module.    As has been previously noted  in the planning criteria, a 

planning module should be used similar to tha eight foot cube notad. 

Positive control  features to restrict acc.ss to tha laboratories and 

laboratory areas ara vary Important.    Door mataríais need not be rigidly 

afinad; any material which is able to take tha kind of a heavy duty usa 

that Is assoclatad with tha facility can ba consldared-kick plates and 

bumper rails are Important features on doors and should ba provided. 

Lavar door handles tand to ba more comfortable and safe in the operation 

of a laboratory because It Is possible to opan tha door carrying something 

In both hands with one's elbow. 
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H.    Staircases and Elevators 

Staircases and elevators  should be used as little as  is possible, 

and when  required It should be used with relatively  large floor areas. 

A tall,  small   floor area building  depends very heavily upon vertical 

transport and   is highly undesirable.     Small floor areas minimize the 

groupings of modules and minimizes  the flexibility  In the plan by 

encouraging  isolation of groups on  floors.    Staircases should be primarily 

conceived of as egress in case of fire.    To utilize staircases for Intra- 

bulldlng  traffic requires very subtle planning.    Generally,   it  is not 

desirable  to depend upon stairs. 

The design of elevators  is most critical to the operation of the 

facility.     An adequate number of passenger elevators  Is a sensitive planning 

problem.     It should be assumed  that  the arrival  time of the staff Is during 

a relatively short period in the morning and that movement  in and out of the 

building   Is consistently high during the day.    Movement within the building 

Is, of course,  an Important problem and by virtue of the plan can be kept 

to a minimum by providing relatively  large floor areas.     In addition, 

elevators  should not be structured so that they serve the dual  purpose of 

passenger and service use.    Th« plan of the service elevator must, of 

course, accommodate the transport module that has been decided upon. 
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1 • Saf«ty Consideration« 

Safety consideration, cannot help from baling . governing conc.rn 

in the planning of a laboratory. Sufficient consideration for the amount 

•nd location of f,r. extinguishers, stand pipe systems, and the availability 

of sprinkler system, (both conventional water and carbon dioxide) are 

ntc.ss.ry. However, to design the laboratory to cover every kind of a 

Mf.ty consideration would be most difficult. It Is better, therefore, 

to defln. th. I.V.1 of ,.f.ty for the most general applications and provide 

tupplm.nt.ry syst««. In special hlgh.r hazard areas. Other safety 

conslder.tlons, beyond fir. saf.ty, cover the design of the building's 

sub.yst.ms .nd mat.rl.ls. Mat.rlal» must b. cho..n which .re not likely to 

collect subst.ncs which could become contaminants, explosiv, or toxic. 

ixh.u.t system, must be d.sl9n.d so that th. d.ng.r of mixing .xploslv. 

substances or toxic substances Is minimizad. 
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V. HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING, VENTILATION 

The environmental systems that »re  required to maintain a comfortable 

working environment within the laboratory depend upon the load characteris- 

tics of the spaces. It is very difficult In most cases to define the 

specific load characteristics of generalized spaces. It has become 

customary therefore to design the space so that the systems are able to 

respond to a fairly wide range of loads with the capability for expanding 

the capacity to handle unusually large loads. 

A. Heatleg 

Host laboratory systems, because of the character of the laboratory, 

cannot function exclusively on the use of a heating system. It must be 

considered a fairly common part of the laboratory design to provide a 

fully air-conditioned operation. 

B. Alr-Condltlonlng 

There are a number of air-conditioning systems which provide both 

heating and cooling. The one that is specifically suitable for a giving 

laboratory Is far more a function of local technology, local preferences, 

and traditions than tt is a question of whether or not there is a best in 

any case. Separate systems for laboratory groupings »v  not required 

except In those cases where the experiments being performed are of such 

sensitive character that even a slight interruption In the supply of 

atr-condltlonlng could destroy the experiment's accuracy. Obviously, 

computers and other high heat-generating equipment must be given special 

coni Iderat Ion. This can be done by supplementing the basic system with a 

secondary system. 
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c-     Ventilation 

tantflatl«. I. 9.o.r.l1y . »upportlv. systen, ^ich „ ava||ab,e to 

provid. .ddlt.ona.   I.rg. Qumm„ of ,|r w|thout cooJjng ^ a space 

r^ulr.. ,uch -diti««.! .Ir untiti.,.    ,t  „ mn i||Iubl. |n 5paces 

"hlch .r. not .,.oc«.t.d with laboratory u...    Generally ,f the laboratory 

». d..»gn.d with . ,.r9. portion of Infrlor .p.c.,  it  I. n.c.s.ry to 

provid. th. cooling r.oulr.d by thm%.  ,nt.r,or sp.c.s which do not hay. 

•v.ll.bl. to thorn dlr.ctly . I.rg. ,ourc. of outsld. .Ir. 

D.    Fun. Hood 

Th. fu*, hood is th. focus of opor.tlon of most endici  l.bor.torl.. 

•** tppurs in almost .It th. othar natural ,cl.nc. l.bor.torl...    Th. 

circulation of .Ir away fro» th. occupant .nd Into th. hood .voiding b.ck 

pr.s.ur. causing th. p.,..*. of fu-. Jnto th. .p.c. I., of course, the 

critic! par—tar In the pj.nnlng of a fuma hood.    Fum. hood .xh.u,t must 

* grouped tog.thar so .. to pr.vont th. *l„tur. of subsfnc.» which could 

be .xplo.lv.    Th. cholc. of «at.rl.l and th. cholc. of construction of th. 

hood and ««haust «y.te* .r. vary important,    lacus. It I» not po.slbl. to 

dttansln. th. ,p.clf|c ui. of |abor.tory .p.c., th. fu*, hood should b. 

cons Idarad as novebl« laboratory furnltur.. 
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VI.    FACILITIES 

The range of laboratory facilities should be determined as a function 

of what Is the minimum that should be provided in every laboratory and 

what  is the maximum that will be required by the facility as a whole.   The 

design of the facility should be such that the maximum ts there  In potential 

but the minimum is there in distribution. 

A.    Water Supply 

The water supply should be pure, free from dilator1oui substances, 

and of a relatively neutral quality.    It should be available hot and cold 

and need not be available In the distilled form at the laboratory desk, 

except in those laboratories which have a consistent and high rate of 

utilization. 

I.    Power Supply 

The biggest single service to provide for Is electricity.    The 

voltages should be over a range.    In the United States It ranges from 

120v to 208v.    The amperages »rm generally set so that the total wattage 

Is about k watts per square foot of laboratory area.    Of course, 

supplementary distribution capability must be provided so that It Is 

possible to increase significantly the electrical power available In one 

laboretory 
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C.     Git Supply 

» ~.r.1.M dl.,rlbutlon for ,., ,upply „ ^^ u     ^ 
-.c....ry .. mn ^ mr. ,., ,yttm m b#tng rtpuc<d ^ ^^ 

•y.««».    Cri IM« .cure .r. J„,t ., „^ „ CMtr„ ,mtB 

'•    '"ttriMl Cmounictlt»,. 

Lbor.t.r... .ho,,, * provldtd w|th , ttitptmt mtm ^ ^ 

f* Mure,,««,«, wlth oth.r Ubor.tor|„ ^ ^.„^^   ^ 

« .11 « «h. "„«..d. „r.d".   *, ,nt.rc0. ,y,t„ „ ^ |f |t l§ 

pr^.rl, Mpri «d Int.rsr.ud ,„t0 th. .„^^ ^^ 
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VII.    FURNITURE AND FINISHINGS 

Laboratory furnlturt mutt be sturdy to withstand the heavy utilization 

to which It will b« put.    It must b« capable of aasy modification and must 

be able to withstand the kinds of loadings that characterize laboratories. 

The laboratory furnlturt system previously described Is a useful model of 

a kind of system thet maets the genere 1  requirements for good laboratory 

furniture and Is discussed below. 

A.    Materials 

The frame Is basically a steel "C" which can be taken down to a series 

of relatively small  transportable pieces.   The cabinets are suspended from 

the frame and can be removad and carted away quite easily.    The cabinets 

can be meda of any number of materials:   wood, plastic laminant, metal, 

or other types of rigid construction. 

B.    Desks. Draws. Cupboards, and Stools 

Desks should be designed to fit Into the laboratory system and should 

be construed es part of the laboratory table system.    Draws should be fully 

extendible and preferably stlf-retracting. 

C.    Sinks 

Sinks can be basically divided Into two categorías:    cup sinks and 

regular counter sinks.    Cup sinks are very suitable for laboratory use 

and can be built Into the wall system freeing up the furniture system. 

This makes it easier to move the furnlturt about.    The larger sinks are 

usually for equipment and other washing purposes.    Cement asbestos, special 

stainless steels, and "duriron"  (a highly chemical  resistant material) êf 

usually most suitable. 
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0« Water and Gat Taps 

Taps are best built Into the wait system and free of the laboratory 

furniture. This allows for easy movement of the furniture without 

necessarily Interrupting the operation of these systems and allows for the 

basic distribution to remain in operating order despite the fact that the 

laboratories equipment is being rearranged. 

E. Desk Covers and Protection 

Covers for desks and similar protective devices are not a desirable 

feature In a laboratory. The basic desk top should Itself be a protective 

surface; It should be a surface which Is capable of resisting chemical 

damage and abusive use. A good practice is to provide the same basic top 

for the laboratory desks as for the laboratory furniture. 
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VII.    LIGHTING 

A*    »Wight 

*. -« h., b„n pr.,lwi,Iy ,ndlc.t.d> th. conctrn for ^ ^ of 

«.yii.h« .„ „, ,„„.„„, ,„ ,*„„„„, „ m „„„.„„„,. foturt 

•••«Mirini con.ld.nbl. ,ff0rt to control. 

'•   ¿' i'^'il 
Th. «Mr to th. typ. of Montino do« not ,l«p., ||. ,„ th, 

«pU..t.on of .„,„„.,  ,„„„„,.    c.r. „„ „ ^ |n ^^ ^ 

n«ur. typ. .„. M.ht ..v.. «Mo both .ff.ct th. ,u...ty of th. „„ 

mnt sod th« costs of operation. 
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IX.    DCCOÄATIO* 

ThU li tho mnê In *<hJch th« «rchluct prooobly con bo said to 

fcov« hit 9r..wst rongo of por.on.1 docltlon «nd Individu.» .xprotslon, 

Tho «urnal dotlon «nd tho cholc« of iitirUli tro «weh non • ««tur 

of hU ooithotlc Judo»ont than It any othor aro in tho building 

J 
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X. COST CONSIDERATIONS 

A- Slat and Space Requirements 

There It an Intimate relationship between th« size of an Institut«, 

the requirements that produca that size, and th« cost. Laboratori tand 

to develop a cartaln quality of construction; llttla skimping can b« 

achieved through alaborat« substitutions or by a significant cut back In 

quality. Obviously, othar cons Idarat ions Ilka th« scala and th« scop« 

of th« project and th« ovarall slza Impacts Its cost. Nothing Is mor« 

meaningful to a ganara) laboratory's cost than tha ovarall slza. Th« 

facility tand» to nava a cartaln minimum quantity of sarvlcas and, therefore, 

a cartaln minimum quantity of spaca. 

•• Construction Mataríais 

Ai for tha general construction mataríais of a building, choleo Is 

deterained by national characteristics as well as by the necessity for tha 

«ataríais to perfori» cartaln definitive functions. 

C« Optimization of Savi not 

Tha optimization of savings Is re1eted to tha design of a facility 

wAlch generates a Minimal «Mount of gross araa in proportion to Its net 

•paca. It Is supportive spaca that adds most significantly to variation 

In tha cost of a building. If tha basic character of the building's 

laboratory, structural, and environnante! system* are maintained unadorned, 

this will contributa to minimizing tha costs of construction. 
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CONCLUSION 

In conclusion,  It can be said that the design of a laboratory  is 

a complex organic process involving the definition of each Individual 

space in terms of the specific function for which  it is Intended but 

then converting that definition or set of definitions  Into a single 

planning element or a limited series of elements which can be modified 

with reasonable expenditure of time and effort at a minimum cost to 

respond to the wide range of programmatic functions as well as the range 

of reasonable anticipated change that the laboratory will experience. 

The laboratory should be planned on a relatively simple geometric module 

which can be grouped together  In such a way as to permit the reorganization 

of the laboratory spaces so that one can have minimum and maximum laboratory 

sizes and such that the average  laboratory unit should permit groupings up 

to five modules. 

Safety is a fundamental  design problem in  laboratory system» and 

great effort should be expended on making certain that safa emergency 

egress  is provided from the laboratory and that all contaminants and 

pollutants generated by the  laboratory are safely carried away through a 

direct system which restricts the mixing with other contaminants. 

The laboratory should be designed with a minimum of centralized 

services or facilities to allow for the expansion or Introduction of luch 

facilities  in local areas where they are required with a minimum of 

adaption.    The Internal  laboratory systems for furnishing the space 

should be adaptable, movable, and modifiable with a minimum amount of 

effort and expenditure.    All   In all the laboratory Is a system.    As a 
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bullding typ« It li greatly dependent upon a sympathetic understanding 

of the Mide variety of uses that go on within the laboratory and at the 

tame time recognlm the significant cost of laboratories and the need 

for capacity to change with at a minimum cost. 
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